The White Metal Contracting L.L.C has been around for a long time, and in that time has built a worthy reputation as a business of excellence in the field of building and construction contracting services. You will have already heard of our business services which we offer to customers throughout the UAE. Now you can find out all the particulars of our company.

This section provides detailed information about the people we employ and the quality standards we set ourselves, which we are proud to say are incredibly high.

Find out more about why you should choose us as your contracting partner.
Waterproofing

The repair and maintenance of metal roofs has never been easier or more effective. Using on roof seams, fasteners, and other roof joints water tight sealing can be accomplished effectively and economically. Simply apply in a heavy bead over end laps and vertical seams, or in a dollop over defective fasteners is a brush-grade mastic with unique physical properties. Unlike most asphalt or acrylic coatings, will not crack or become brittle over numerous freeze/ thaw cycles. This unique material actually stretches and recovers to bridge roof joints in which thermal movement can be expected. With 1500 PSI Tensile Strength and 600% Elongation capabilities, can single handedly tackle most metal repairs is typically stocked and purchased as white in color. Clear is also stocked for skylight panel restoration. White is U.V. Stable but clear PEB Water Proofing is only moderately U.V. Stable.

Water proofing

We have been installing commercial flooring coating systems for over a decades. We can complete any type of epoxy flooring project, including large scale flooring projects that most epoxy flooring contractors will not or cannot undertake. We also specialize in repairing botched epoxy flooring system that have failed due to improper surface preparation or installation.

Our experience ranges from residential to industrial and commercial flooring such as Aviation Hangers, Public Schools and Gymnasiums, Correctional facilities, Hospitals, Manufacturing Facilities, Factories, Stores and government buildings etc.
We specialise in industrial and commercial roof and wall cladding on new build projects and the re-sheeting and re-cladding and refurbishment of existing buildings.

From early design through to construction we are able to offer a complete design, supply and installation service of a range of systems such as composite panels, built-up systems, roof decking, standing seam roofs.

We offer services in emergency repairs, investigation, survey and reports, full re-roofing service on installations of all sizes and also cleaning and maintenance of roofs and gutters, which can be undertaken as preventative maintenance or reactive maintenance. We offer an unrivalled choice.
We specialise in manufacturing and installing a complete selection of performance- and safety-tested commercial and industrial sectional overhead doors, fire exit doors, dock leveler, rolling shutter etc.

We manufacture a wide array of styles to meet your business needs, from insulated and non-insulated doors for internal and external applications to high-performance, sectional-steel and fire-rated doors.
Aluminium & Glass

White Metal Contracting LLC, local supply and installing of Aluminium Windows and Aluminium Doors, supporting the community for many years. We specialise in Double Glazing, Windows, Kitchen Cabinet, Wall Partitions, Spider Glass Fitting, Thermal Efficient Aluminium Frames, Doors etc.

Our fabricators and glaziers are highly qualified in fabricating frames and installing glass to your specifications. Aluminium comes in either powder coated or anodised finish and our glass can also be toughened to provide strength and protection.

Fire Rated Aluminium (ACP) Cladding

We are specialists for Supplier, Fabricator and Installer of Aluminium Composite Panels in the construction industry. Aluminium Composite Panels (ACP) are a simple but extremely versatile product concept developed to provide a facade material with a host of advantages for architects and building owners alike.

Our objective is to support your creativity and design freedom, from the initial concept through to trouble-free installation.